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Frames of reference for learning in the digital age

Access to affordable education to achieve printed and digital literacy helping all 
learners to acquire knowledge, coping with change, and seeding mindsets for 
creativity and intellectual curiosity are considered major indicators and measures of 
quality of life worldwide. The recent emergence of MOOCs (massive open online 
courses) promising new scalable models that can provide an ‘education for everyone’ 
has generated a new and broad interest in rethinking learning and education. 
Frames of reference (identifying underlying assumptions, conceptualizations, and 
perspectives) [1] are needed to conceptualize the meaning and the implications 
of MOOCs in the context of rich landscapes for learning. The specific frame of 
reference serving as background for the argumentation in this chapter is to concep‑
tualize learning as a multi‑dimensional activity with the implication that no single 
approach will serve all of the different needs. A more detailed analysis of two specific 
frames of reference is described focused on a differentiation between, first, ‘learning 
about’ and ‘learning to be’, and, secondly, ‘learning when the answer is known’ and 
‘learning when the answer is not known’. These perspectives have been influenced 
by a variety of different philosophies and visions of learning including first, Dewey’s 
and Bruner’s [1] notion that students should be actively engaged participants in 
learning, sharing their knowledge with each other rather than competing to get good 
grades and, secondly, Illich’s learning webs (articulated 25 years before the Internet 
came into existence [2]) representing an early vision for providing all who want to 
learn with access to available resources at any time in their lives and for empowering 
all who want to share what they know to find those who want to learn it from them.

The argumentation of this chapter is grounded in research activities, 
practices, experiences and beliefs that framed my life as a researcher and teacher in 
universities. My long‑term professional objectives have been focused on:

 (i)  The creation of socio‑technical environments in which people want to 
learn rather than have to learn [3]

 (ii)  The belief that teaching and learning are not inherently linked [4], and there‑
fore there is a lot of learning (specifically in informal learning envi ronments) 
without teaching and, unfortunately, there is also a lot of teaching without 
learning (something which I tried to avoid to the best of my ability)
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 (iii)  The assumption that it is more productive, more interesting and more 
rewarding to conceptualize the role of teachers and learners not as an 
attribute of a person, but as a context underlying the design of courses as 
seeds rather than finished products [5]

 (iv)  The interest in problems for which no one knows the answer or for 
which the answer does not exist (many students do not come to our 
classes with a mindset sharing this understanding which I learned from 
a student’s commentary on one of my courses: “the least one can expect 
is that the teacher knows the answer” ‒ even though my objective was 
to explore problems with the students for which answers do not exist).

The co‑evolution between learning, new media and new 
learning organizations

Our research in the L3D (Center for LifeLong Learning & Design) at the 
University of Colorado, Boulder [6], has been grounded in using an analysis of 
‘how things are’ for the design and development of new socio‑technological 
environments for exploring ‘how things could be’.

How things are
The current emphasis on learning is still primarily focused on formal learning taking 
place in schools and universities, but with alternatives such as informal learning 
gaining increasingly more attention [7]. In formal learning environments, learning 
often follows prescribed paths defined by curricula. Large instructionist lectures are 
still common (grounded in a transmission model in which learners should learn what 
teachers know), but numerous approaches to enrich learning experiences with design 
activities embedded in problem‑based design activities are gaining ground [8].

How things could be
A science of learning for the 21st Century [9] needs to explore many types of 
learning other than traditional curriculum‑based classroom learning. It must 
conceptualize learning as an inclusive, social, informal, participatory and creative 
lifelong activity. The learning goals and the content of the learning activity 
should not only be determined by curricula, but by interest‑based self‑directed 
learning objectives. Many problems (specifically design problems) are unique and 
ill‑defined, and the knowledge to address them is not ‘out there’, requiring contri‑
butions and ideas from all involved stakeholders. Learners in such settings must be 
active contributors rather than passive consumers, and the learning environments 
and learning organizations must foster and support mindsets, tools and skills that 
help learners become empowered and willing to actively contribute [10].

The importance of co‑evolution

Providing learners of all ages with the means to become co‑creators of new ideas, 
knowledge and products in personally meaningful activities presents one of the 
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most exciting innovations and transformations of digital media, with profound 
implications in the years to come. Beyond supporting contributions from 
individuals, learning organizations need to support cultures and mindsets of 
sharing, supported by effective technologies and sustained by personal motivation 
to work for the benefit of groups and communities.

The importance of the co‑evolution between, first, learning, working 
and collaboration, secondly, new media and new technologies, and, thirdly, new 
learning organizations (see Figure 1) is derived from the fact that human cognitive 
activities (such as thinking, learning, teaching, working and collaborating) have 
never been independent of media (articulated insightfully by Postman: “you cannot 
use smoke signals to do philosophy” [11]). Historically, the most fundamental 
transformation in these activities has been the invention of reading and writing and 
the subsequent changes from oral to literal societies [12] (taking place over long 
periods of time and facilitated by subsequent developments such as the printing 
press).

New information and communication technologies have been heralded 
as the major driving forces behind innovation in learning and education. But many 
approaches have had only a minor impact on the basis of the reduction to:

 (i)  Technology‑centred developments (driven by a sole focus on the 
yellow component in Figure 1) ignoring that technology alone does 
not determine social structures, but only creates feasibility spaces for 
new social and cultural practice [13]. Changes in complex learning 
environments are not only dictated by technology; rather, they are the 
result of an incremental shift in human behaviour and social organi‑
zations and as such require the co‑design of social and technical systems

 (ii)  Gift‑wrapping (taking the blue component in Figure 1 as a given) in 
which new media are used as add‑ons to existing practices rather than as 
catalysts for fundamentally rethinking what education should and can be 
in the next century [14]. These approaches change the medium, but leave 
the content unchanged and contribute little to introducing new episte‑
mologies. Existing frameworks, such as instructionism, fixed curricula, 
memorization, decontextualized learning and so forth, are not changed 

The co‑evolution between learning, new media and new learning 
organizations

Figure 1
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by technology itself. This is true whether we use computer‑based 
training, intelligent tutoring systems or multimedia presentations

 (iii)  A sole focus on existing learning organizations (not exploring new 
possibilities of the red component in Figure 1: e‑learning environments 
including MOOCs), peer‑support communities [15] and niche 
communities of special idiosyncratic interests [16,17] have provided new 
opportunities for collaborative learning in virtual communities.

Rich landscapes for learning

Internal and external views of MOOCs
Conceptualizing MOOCs as components of rich landscapes of learning provides 
the foundation to differentiate an internal and an external view of MOOCs.

An internal view of MOOCs
This internal view analyses topics that are focused on MOOCs as a specific teaching 
and learning activity, rather than seeing them as a component of rich landscapes 
of learning. Figure 2 identifies a number of themes that have been explored in 
numerous articles discussing topics related directly to MOOCs (e.g. [18,19]):

 (i)  Distinguishing cMOOCs (fostering connections and collaborations 
among learners) and xMOOCs (efficiently delivering content to large 
audiences) [20]

 (ii)  Differentiating basic services provided for nothing (e.g. access to course‑
ware) from premium services that require payment (e.g. access to projects, 
code‑review and feedback, personal coaches and verified certificates)

 (iii)  Identifying number of participants and calculating the completion rates 
for specific courses

 (iv)  Analysing the educational background of participants (uncovering the 
surprising finding that the largest group of participants in xMOOCs 
have already a Masters degree)

Themes derived from an internal view of MOOCs

Figure 2
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 (v)  Findings ways (by automating the process or by supporting peer 
grading) to assess the achievements of a large number of participants

 (vi)  Taking advantage of capturing large amounts of data for learning 
analytics research

 (vii)  Supporting local meet‑up groups (allowing participants in the same 
location to meet in person)

 (viii)  Establishing nanodegree programs in which people (mostly from 
industry) can acquire specific knowledge and targeted skills without 
extended time requirements.

An external view of MOOCs
By postulating the need for rich landscapes for learning, the main emphasis 
of this chapter is focused on an external view of MOOCs. Figure 3 provides an 
overview and establishes frames of reference for future sections of this chapter by 
identifying the following themes:

 (i)  Different forms of learning (lifelong, blended, collaborative) need to be 
supported and practised [21]

 (ii)  Formal learning in schools needs to be complemented by informal 
learning [7]

 (iii)  Supply‑oriented (‘push/delivery’) models in which learners are pre‑
sented with knowledge that later may become relevant for them need to 
be complemented by ‘pull/learning on demand’ approaches [22]

 (iv)  Consumer‑oriented cultures need to be complemented by participatory 
cultures [23,24]

 (v)  ‘Learning about’ needs to be complemented by ‘learning to be’ [9]
 (vi)  ‘Learning when the answer is known’ needs to be complemented by 

‘learning when the answer is not known’ (and exploring problems that 
have no answers) [25].

Themes derived from an external view of MOOCs

Figure 3
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The last two items in the list will be discussed in more detail, because they 
represent two perspectives differentiating MOOCs from other approaches: 
MOOCs are focused on learning out and learning when the answer is known.

‘Learning about’ versus ‘learning to be’
Learning about, as an objective for learning and education, is focused on 
the accumulation of intellectual capital realized in a curriculum that stresses 
the communication of culturally central theories, facts and skills [26]. This 
curriculum is identifiable and structured as a coherent and fine‑grained sequence 
of educational objectives. Instructionist approaches can be effective and are often 
well suited for ‘learning about’ (e.g. learners being introduced to domains of 
knowledge that are new to them, e.g. Math 101, Physics 101, Design 101).

Learning to be is focused not as much on teaching about mathematics, 
physics or design as on what it means and takes to be a mathematician, a physicist, 
a designer, a Wikipedian, a skier or a surfer. Important dimensions of learning to 
be included: first, learning by being engaged in personally meaningful problems, 
secondly, teachers engaging in problem‑solving activities in front of their students 
rather than lecturing, and, thirdly, enculturation into communities of practice with 
legitimate peripheral participation [27]. To promote and support ‘learning to be’, 
the L3D has (i) initiated an ‘Undergraduate Research Apprenticeship Program’ 
supported by NSF (National Science Foundation) REU (Research Experiences for 
Undergraduates) grants [28], and (ii) established and nurtured communities based 
on ‘horizontal and vertical integration’ (bringing together individuals coming 
from different disciplines and including undergraduates, graduates, postdocs, 
faculty members and people in industry). Learning to be involves enculturation, 
which can be articulated as follows:

“engaging with communities of practice and of concepts. Teaching and 
education, from this perspective, are not simply matters of putting in touch 
with information. Rather, they are matters of putting students in touch 
with particular communities. The university’s great advantage is that it can 
put learners in touch with communities that they don’t know about.” ([29], 
p. 220)

On the basis of this brief characterization, my basic assumption is 
that MOOCs can make interesting contributions to ‘learning about’, whereas 
residential research‑based universities should focus more on ‘learning to be’.

‘Learning when the answer is known’ versus ‘learning when the 
answer is not known’
In many introductory courses (particularly in disciplines belonging to the natural 
sciences [30], such as mathematics and physics), the answer to the problems 
discussed in courses exists and is known by the teacher, and the core challenge 
is “for learners to learn what the teacher knows”. But in many other situations 
(e.g. exploring wicked ill‑defined design problems), the answer is not known 
by any stakeholder; instead, all participants engage in collaborative knowledge 
construction and evaluation processes. In many of these problem‑solving 
situations, a correct final ‘answer’ does not exist.
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Theorists such as Bruner argue that the most important gift of cultural 
psychology to education is the reformulation of the impoverished conception 
that

“teaching is fitted into a mould in which a single, presumably omniscient 
teacher explicitly tells or shows presumably unknowing learners something 
they presumably know nothing about.” ([1], p. 20)

In settings where “the answer is not known and the right answer may 
not exist”, information and knowledge is not a commodity to be consumed, but 
is collaboratively designed and constructed, emphasizing innovation, continuous 
learning and collabora tion as important processes in which learners and workers 
as stakeholders create new knowledge as they carry out their problem‑framing 
and problem‑solving activities. The role of the omniscient teacher does not exist 
in such settings:

“In important transformations of our personal lives and organizational 
practices, we must learn new forms of activity which are not there yet. 
They are literally learned as they are being created. There is no competent 
teacher. Standard learning theories have little to offer if one wants to 
understand these processes.” ([31], p. 138)

Contributions to a research agenda for learning in the digital 
age

Research is needed to explore a range of open issues about learning in the digital 
age, particularly exploring challenges facing higher education:

 (i)  What does it mean to be educated in today’s world?
 (ii)  How to stimulate interest, motivation and collaboration

 (iii)  How far will technological developments take future MOOCs?
 (iv)  How ‘free’ will MOOCs be in the future?

What does it mean to be educated in today’s world?
Learning and education are experiencing a period of profound transformation. 
Phenomena such as globalization, increasing trends to outsource high‑level 
cognitive tasks and the need to participate effectively in addressing complex 
world problems are changing how we think, learn, work and collaborate. New 
knowledge and skills for students entering work environments require collabo‑
rations with experts from multiple fields, the pursuit of several career paths and 
interacting and working with people of diverse backgrounds. These changes create 
new educational demands: learners need to be educated for a diverse, technical, 
problem‑oriented world that does not yet exist.

The dramatic changes in people’s lifetime in the last few decades make 
lifelong learning a necessity. Learning on demand needs to be supported to address the 
impossible demand of coverage and the guaranteed occurrence of obsolescence. The 
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student body is changing: many ‘students’ are not traditional students in residence on 
a university campus anymore, but professionals who have already earned a degree, 
educators, business people, researchers and citizens who want to be lifelong learners. 
The competition between universities is increasing with alternatives such as the 
Open University, the University of Phoenix and broadly available open educational 
resources. The qualification system is moving to a more competency‑based world 
in which there will be less interest in how someone acquired competencies. The 
ubiquitous availability of tools (e.g. both Apple and Google claim that they offer 
more than 800,000 apps for their respective platform) will make memorization and 
rote‑learning skills less relevant and put more emphasis on distributed cognition, 
using on demand and learning on demand. Education needs to support the shift 
from ‘knowing the answers’ to ‘knowing how to find the answers’.

Rich landscapes for learning supported by innovative information and 
communica tion technologies are needed, in which learners of all ages can pursue 
topics of interest and take responsibility for their own education by empowering 
them to thrive and participate as co‑designers in collaborative environments with 
ever‑changing disciplinary boundaries.

How to stimulate interest, motivation and collaboration
Learning resources are necessary, but they by themselves are not sufficient. 
Learners of all ages in today’s world (maybe not in a village in Africa or Nepal, 
but in North America and Europe) have, in almost all cases, more or less infinite 
learning resources at their disposal. The fundamental limitation for these learners 
is therefore not access to information, but the interest, passion and willingness 
to engage in serious learning activities in the context of personally meaningful 
problems.

Fundamental open questions facing MOOCs from this perspective are:

 (i)  What does and will motivate students and citizens to become seriously 
engaged to participate in MOOCs?

 (ii)  What will motivate teachers to offer a MOOC?

The answer to both questions appears to be that people (whether they are learners 
or teachers) get involved in activities when they are personally meaningful to them 
and when they are rewarded for their activity (e.g. creating a needed or desired 
artefact, framing and solving an interesting problem, learning about something 
exciting or earning a documented qualification and reputation).

As far as collaboration is concerned, estimates in June 2015 indicate that 
around 4000 MOOCs exist and new MOOCs are being created at a high rate. 
This raises the following fundamental research challenges: first, how do learners 
find the learning resources that match best with their personal interests, and, 
secondly, how can learners differentiate between excellent and poor MOOCs? 
They can be handled by warehouses and global directories of MOOCs (sites such 
as http://www.mooc‑list.com or http://www.moocs.co), which are important initial 
developments needed to assist newcomers to find courses of greatest interest that 
suit their level of education and needs.
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How far will technological developments take future MOOCs?
MOOCs have been influenced and supported by innovative technological 
developments including first, delivering content (interwoven with quizzes) to 
large audiences, secondly, providing feedback (e.g. with automatic grading), and, 
thirdly, affording communication among participants (e.g. with discussion forums, 
peer grading and rating systems for identifying the importance of questions). 
Many of these developments are still at an early stage of development. MOOC 
providers are actively engaged to address current shortcomings: for example, 
to develop better natural language processing for eliminating the restriction of 
automatic grading approaches to multiple choice questions.

An important question to ask is will technologies ever become good 
enough in digital education to mimic the ease and richness of interaction that we 
see in face‑to‑face settings? Hypotheses derived from empirical studies in remote 
collaboration concluded that “distance matters” [32]:

“even with the best design of high‑bandwidth, display of appropriate 
proxemics, access to shared objects, etc., there will always be things about 
the remote situation that make it qualitatively different than collocation. 
These include aspects of common ground and context, the effects of differing 
time zones, cultural differences, and various interactions among these and 
technology.”

To identify the factors that (independently of technological progress) will 
differentiate MOOCs from smaller face‑to‑face courses represents an important 
item on the MOOC research agenda. Some of the open issues that need to be 
investigated further are:

 (i)  Do MOOCs work well only for students who are self‑motivated and 
already fairly well educated?

 (ii)  Do MOOCs have the potential to enable participants to be autonomous 
learners capable of managing their own learning pathways?

 (iii)  Are MOOCs able to establish a community feeling among the students 
taking the course?

 (iv)  Do MOOCs create an increased appreciation of and dependency on 
courses, first, in which instructors are authority figures, and, secondly, 
for which objective information exists (maths, physics, algorithms) 
and the answers are known by the instructors, or do they diminish the 
appreciation for courses (e.g. in design and philosophy) in which the 
answers are not known and/or do not exist?

 (v)  Do MOOCs hinder changes and experimentation with courses based 
on their high production costs?

The most significant question, however, is do the low completion and certification 
rates provide a good metric for the inadequacy of MOOCs?

In relation to this question, I believe that the data that less than 5–10% 
of participants signing up for a MOOC complete it is one of the most misleading 
metrics. These findings are terrible if MOOCs are compared with courses taught 
in classrooms at universities. But the data are much less worrisome if the following 
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perspectives are taken into account. First, conceptualizing MOOCS as textbooks of 
the 21st Century (because nobody expects that textbooks need to be read from the 
first to the last page). Secondly, considering the numerator (representing the number 
of students who finish) as the relevant figure rather than the fraction of numerator over 
the denominator (representing the number of students who signed up). To analyse 
a specific example: 5% of a MOOC with 100 000 participants is 5000 students ‒ a 
larger number of students than many faculty members teaching conventional courses 
at universities have taught throughout their lifetime). Thirdly, many students signing 
up for a MOOC do not do so for obtaining a degree, but learning something of interest 
to them (i.e. finishing with a certification is of no interest to them).

How ’free’ will MOOCs be in the future?
The promise ‘Education for Everyone and for all Interests for Free’ generated the 
excitement about MOOCs. To make the creation of MOOCs sustainable in the 
long term requires business models that do not yet exist. Current developments 
indicate that in the future only the ‘basic services’ (e.g. the lectures) will remain 
free whereas the ‘premium services’ (e.g. providing mentoring, feedback and 
certification) will have to be paid for.

The search for sustainable business models has been a major challenge 
for MOOC providers. The envisaged premium services generating income may 
include [19]:

 (i)  Certification: students pay for a badge or certificate
 (ii)  Secure assessments: students pay to have their examinations proctored 

(as practised with Coursera’s Signature Track [33])
 (iii)  Applicant screening and employee recruitment: companies pay for 

access to student performance records (e.g. 3000 students have signed 
up for Udacity’s employer connection programme, allowing their CVs 
to be shared with 350 companies; employers pay Udacity a fee for any 
hires made through this service [34])

 (iv)  Human tutoring or assignment marking (for individual students who pay 
for them) and tutors supporting the forum to operate more successfully

 (v)  Hotline services to support learners experiencing problems with 
content and/or technical issues

 (vi)  Selling MOOC platforms to enterprises to use in their courses
 (vii)  Sponsorships (third party sponsors of courses)
 (viii)  Tuition fees (illustrated by the experiment of the Computer Science 

Department of Georgia Tech that has decided to offer a Masters degree 
delivered with MOOCs for a fraction of the cost of what a ‘normal’ 
degree costs [35]).

Conclusions

From my personal point of view, the most important contribution of MOOCs 
is that they have generated a broad and (so far) lasting discourse about learning, 
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teaching and education in which not only narrow specialized academic circles 
participate, but also in which the media, universities administrators and politicians 
got involved. This chapter has discussed arguments that MOOCs can and should 
be conceptualized and developed as important components of rich landscapes of 
learning needed for the 21st Century.

Rather than ignoring MOOCs and only grounding and evolving them in 
economic and political perspectives, the research community in the learning sciences 
should become seriously involved with MOOCs and influence their evolution. 
Even the loudest critics of MOOCs do not expect them to fade away. More likely, 
they will morph into many different shapes (e.g. the ‘basic services’ provided 
by MOOC 1.0 will be complemented by the ‘premium services’ developed and 
envisaged in MOOC 2.0).

Researchers from the learning sciences should not only collect data about 
existing practices, but they should develop visions, explore important open issues 
and investigate the pros and cons of fundamental design choices faced by learning 
in the digital age including: what are the trade‑offs between, first, an inexpensive 
educational infrastructure in which students can afford at least a minimal education 
or, secondly, an expanded infrastructure in which MOOCs are complemented not 
only by residential universities, but by all of the other components contributing to 
rich landscapes of learning.
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